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Compound Words
Compound words are made up of two or more words. A compound
word may be closed (no space between the words), open (space
between the words), or hyphenated. Look at the words that are combined
to make the compound. They can help you figure out what the compound
word means.

Practice

Make a compound word from the two base words

1. a stack of hay
2. a watch that goes on the wrist
3. a cycle with a motor
4. an ache in the head
5. a beam of sun
Match the compound word with its definition
6.

. two-way

a. place to mail letters

7.

. hand-me-down

b. safety device that prevents drowning

8.

. post office

c. moving in either direction

. baby-sit

d. to watch a child

10.

life preserver

. something used and given to someone else

When you finish, exchange papers with a partner, and check each
other's work.
I

I
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Selection Vocabulary
Focus

variety n. a different kind or
form of something; lacking
sameness

affect v. to make something happen; to
have an effect on
classify v. to arrange in groups
nutrients n. plural form of nutrient:
something that is needed by people,
animals, or plants for life and growth

inhabitants n. plural form of inhabitant:
a person or animal that lives in a place

/
/

mimic n. a person or thing that imitates /
vital adj. very important or necessary

/

diversity n. great difference; variety

/

alarming a form of the verb alarm: to
cause fear

/

quality n. degree of excellence

J

Write the word from the word box that best matches the
underlined word or phrase in the sentences below.
1. I need to assign these plants to the proper categories.
2. We are trying to maintain the different kinds of life in the forest nearby.
3. The residents of that building all work at the same factory.
4. This speech will influence the way people vote.
5. This healthy lunch will give the children the vitamins, minerals, and protein they need.

6. Good nutrition is very important for good health.
7. We can choose from a wide range of books at the library.
8. Jose is a great imitator of animal sounds.
*\. The clothing sold here is of high value.
10. Fish are disappearing at a rate that is frightening.
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Classify and Categorize
Writers classify and categorize to make large amounts of
information easier to understand and remember.
You classify by placing related items into a group, or category.

Choose a category from the box for each of the related
items below.

habitats

fruit

plants

animals

camping equipment

1. deer, moose, spider, catfish, eagle
Category:
2. desert, ocean, rainforest, tundra
Category:
3. pine tree, orchid, fern, peat moss, lily
Category:
4. tent, sleeping bag, flashlight, first-aid kit
Category:
5. banana, apple, pineapple, grapes, watermelon
Category:
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Classify and Categorize (continued)
Write a sentence that includes things in each category
6. Category: school subjects

7. Category: musical instruments

8. Category: team sports

When you finish, share your sentences with a partner or small group.

!
8
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Content Words and Suffix -ly
• The subject of ecology has its own vocabulary.
• The suffix -ly means "like" or "in the manner of," and adding -ly
can also change the base word from an adjective to an adverb.
For words ending in /e where the e is silent, drop the silent e: humble +
-ly = humbly.

absolutely
bristly
extinct

thoroughly
delightedly

bubbly
excitedly

atmosphere
pesticide
chemicals

Convention Strategy
Add the suffix -ly to each word.
1. absolute
2. thorough
3. excited
4. delighted
5. bubble
6. bristle
Write the ecology word with the missing letters.
7. e

ti

8. atm

ere
em

10. pest

cals
ide

When you finish, share your responses with a partner or small group.
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Colons and Semicolons
• A colon is used to introduce a list of items at the end of a
sentence. It is preceded by a word or phrase such as these, the
following, or as follows.
• A colon is never used after a verb or preposition.
• A colon also introduces an important quote.
• A colon should be after the salutation in a business letter.
• A semicolon is used in a compound sentence to separate independent
clauses that are not joined with a coordinating conjunction.
A semicolon is also used to separate the items in a series when they
already contain commas.

Add colons or semicolons where they are needed.
1. Grasses are flowering plants they thrive in all habitats on Earth.
2. Henry David Thoreau once said "Distrust any enterprise that requires new clothes."
3. Joyce, my aunt Catherine, my cousin and Steve, my uncle, are all interested in sailing.
4. Dear Ms. Martinez

3

5. The astronauts who have traveled into space are a diverse group they are from many
different places.

±

6. I enjoy the following hobbies photography, drawing, and writing.
7. Josh, the creative one Jenny, the practical one and Gladys, the persuasive one, were all
members of our team.
8. The committee worked well together they were all critical thinkers.
When you finish, share your work with a partner.
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